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Flash Professional CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	Adobe Flash Professional CS5 is the latest version of the enormously popular web design tool. In its original incarnation, Flash gave web designers an efficient way to send artwork and animation over limitedbandwidth connections. Flash’s claim to fame was its ability to deliver vector images over the web, making download times shorter....
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Engineering of Software: The Continuing Contributions of Leon J. OsterweilSpringer, 2011

	Software engineering research can trace its roots to a small number of highly influential individuals. Among that select group is Prof. Leon J. Osterweil, whose work has fundamentally defined or impacted major directions in software analysis, developmenttools and environments, and software process. His exceptional and sustained contributions...
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Science Teaching with Moodle 2.0Packt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle is becoming increasingly popular in schools worldwide due to its ease of use and flexibility. Science is the perfect subject to benefit from the features of Moodle as students will find it the easiest to learn with the help of interactive content, rather than reading textbooks. This book will teach you how to create quizzes, start...
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Objects, Abstraction, Data Structures and Design: Using C++John Wiley & Sons, 2005


	Our goal in writing this book was to combine a strong emphasis on problem solving

	and software design with the study of data structures. To this end, we discuss applications

	of each data structure to motivate its study. After providing the specification

	(a header file) and the implementation of an abstract data type, we cover case...
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The Inferior ColliculusSpringer, 2005


	The purpose of this volume is twofold. First, it offers an in-depth analysis of

	current approaches and issues in the study of the auditory system. By concentrating

	on one structure, the inferior colliculus, a focused and coherent treatment

	of many aspects of auditory neural processing is possible. The position of the

	inferior...
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Pro SQL Server 2012 PracticesApress, 2012

	Pro SQL Server 2012 Practices is an anthology of high-end wisdom from a group of accomplished database administrators who are quietly but relentlessly pushing the performance and feature envelope of Microsoft SQL Server 2012. With an emphasis upon performance—but also branching into release...
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Photoshop Elements 10 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Photoshop Elements 10 continues to evolve as a premier photo-editing application. What was once a low-end, consumer-grade product is now chock-full of features that appeal to everyone who uses a camera, a cell phone camera, or a tablet camera.

	

	Elements shines on its own turf and is distinguished from Adobe Photoshop in many...
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Pheromones and Animal Behavior: Chemical Signals and SignaturesCambridge University Press, 2014

	Pheromones and other kinds of chemical communication underlie the behavior of all animals. Building on the strengths of the first edition, widely recognized as the leading text in the subject, this is a comprehensive overview of how pheromones work. Extensively revised and expanded to cover advances made over the last ten years, the book...
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Handbook of Finite Fields (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2013

	Poised to become the leading reference in the field, the Handbook of Finite Fields is exclusively devoted to the theory and applications of finite fields. More than 80 international contributors compile state-of-the-art research in this definitive handbook. Edited by two renowned researchers, the book uses a uniform style and...
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Practical Salesforce.com Development Without Code: Customizing Salesforce on the Force.com PlatformApress, 2014

	Are you facing a challenging Salesforce.com problem--say, relating to automation, configuration, formulation, or reporting--that you can't quite crack? Or maybe you are hoping to infuse some creativity into your solution design strategy to solve problems faster or make solutions more efficient? Practical Salesforce.com Development...
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Hepatitis C Virus Disease: Immunobiology and Clinical ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	Despite numerous hepatitis C virus infection studies, its pathogenesis and medical treatment have not been fully explained. This comprehensive volume, written by experts in the field, covers the most recent advances in the study of HCV, moving from basic research to clinical applications. The first chapters of this volume analyze the full...
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Statistical Approach to Quantum Field Theory: An Introduction (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2012

	Over the past few decades the powerful methods of statistical physics and Euclidean quantum field theory have moved closer together, with common tools based on the use of path integrals. The interpretation of Euclidean field theories as particular systems of statistical physics has opened up new avenues for understanding strongly coupled...
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